This document is an integral part of the contract (purchase order) in which referenced. **Applicable Revision:** The revision in effect at the time the purchase order is placed.

Each shipment shall be accompanied by a legible copy of actual test results for the following: Chemical Test (Actuals). Reported results must be identifiable with test parameters, test methods, specifications, and material(s) to product(s) delivered. Reports must bear the date and signature of a responsible representative of the agency performing the test(s) along with traceability to the Aerojet Purchase Order Number. The specifications must be listed, including the revision letter(s) or revision number(s) and amendments. When parts are serialized, serial numbers must appear on the report(s).

**NOTES:**
Definition of Actual:

Data sheet of actual requirements of the specification/drawing and the results obtained by testing of the serial number(s), batch, or lot of material delivered to Aerojet. Test results should include traceability to delivered material, generally by including the lot number, batch number, heat number, or serial numbers on the test data sheet.